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autoTEST system

Simulates test piece signal
With the aid of the signal coil, the circuitry is capable of modifying the existing electromagnetic field in the 
metal detector in the same way that a physical test piece would do. The change in the magnetic field caused by 
this induces a small voltage in the receiving coils that is made available as a signal to the analysis circuitry of the 
metal detector. The test piece signal is stored and can be precisely reproduced via the signal coil at any time.

The innovative autoTEST system assists the user in the validation of his metal detection system and is 
primarily aimed at companies in the foodstuffs industry. It offers the customer a simple, safe, reliable 
and precise method of testing the performance of a metal detection system.

Operates autonomously and independently
The autoTEST circuitry is located in a separate 
housing outside the metal detector and, together 
with the signal coil and its own software, represents 
a self-contained system. This makes it completely 
independent and secure against manipulation. 

The autoTEST system is a separate unit.

autoTEST ‘ON’. The signal coil of the autoTEST changes the magnetic field in exactly 
the same way as a physically existing test piece. The change of magnetic field simi-
larly induces a voltage in the receiving coils. 

Manual detector test. A test piece is passed through together with the product. The 
metal detector‘s magnetic field is changed and induces a voltage in the receiving 
coils. 
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Functional principle of MESUTRONIC autoTEST  autoTEST test cycle state: ON 
Schematic illustration!
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Functional principle of MESUTRONIC autoTEST  autoTEST test cycle state: OFF
Schematic illustration!

Manual detector test

L1: Receiving coil 1
L2: Transmitter coil
L3: Receiving coil 2
L4: autoTEST signal coil
B1: magnetic �eld of 
       transmitter coil
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       Real test piece 
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Traceable, auditable and consistent
All events that concern the autoTEST system are logged. The greatest challenge in the validation process is to 
insert a test piece at any time and with high repeatability into the product to be checked. The autoTEST system 
solves this problem. Thanks to the advanced technology of the signal generation, the test piece signal is always 
generated at the same point on the product. More extensive requirements are also met. For example, if the 
conveyed product has to be tested in different places, this can also be implemented with high repeatability. 

Supports the user
The task of the autoTEST system is to assist the user with the regular testing of his metal detection system. Its 
task is not to completely replace the manual detector test. However, the intervals between the manual tests 
can be substantially prolonged through the use of the system. 

Illustration of a validation process
The test runs performed with a real test piece and with the autoTEST system are shown for comparison. A total 
of 5 test runs were carried out in each case. During the runs with the real test piece, the signal deflections are 
not consistent. The different signal deflections during the manual test are attributable to differing points of 
contact of the test piece. Therefore a different signal is generated with almost every test. In contrast, the auto-
TEST system generates a virtually identical signal with each run. 
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Is the autoTEST method just as reliable as the manual method?
Yes, in fact it is even more reliable, since many sources of error are omitted, such as different points of contact 
of the product to be tested or changes to the product during the preparation for the test.

Does the autoTEST signal precisely simulate that of a physical test piece?
Yes, the autoTEST signal corresponds precisely to that of a reference test piece. 

Is the autoTEST signal simulated with the aid of software?
No, the autoTEST signal is generated by a physically existing signal coil. No simulation takes place through 
software algorithms or the like.

Can the test procedure be manipulated?
No. Manipulations are practically impossible because the autoTEST user interface is located in a separate, pass-
word-protected operating level.

What happens if the autoTEST system fails?
Since the metal detector and the autoTEST system mutually monitor one another, an alarm is output and ope-
ration is stopped immediately if the system fails.
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